COLD MOUNTED.
NO HEATING.
MOUNTING THE LENSES

Base curve 4 lenses: Please use base curve 4 lenses. 1.5 index or higher

No Heating: The lenses are COLD mounted. Please DO NOT HEAT the frame.

Mount lenses from inside: Please mount lens from inside.
ADJUSTING THE PANTOSCOPIC ANGLE

Adjusting the inclination: Adjust the inclination of the frame as shown on the left side. Apply only moderate force to adjust the inclination angle a few degrees up or down.
ADJUSTING THE FRAME

Adjusting the end tip: The end tip can be adjusted up/down and curved by applying gentle force.

Adjusting the nose pads: Adjust the nose pad arms gently by hand for perfect fit.

Asian customers: For asian customers it might be necessary to pull out the pad arms closer to the face of the wearer. Special thick silicon pads for Asian customers are available on request.
CLEANING THE FRAME

Water & Soap: We recommend using water and normal soap to clean the frame.

No chemicals and alcohol: Please DO NOT use chemicals such as alcohols or acetone as it will damage the material.

Don’t use cleaner with alcohol for glasses.

Avoid ultrasonic bath: We recommend to avoid cleaning the frames in ultrasonic baths.